






Mozilla Drumbeat
Innovation for the open web. Powered by everyone.



Drumbeat gathers 
smart, creative 
people like you
around practical 
projects and 
local events 

that improve 
the open web.





Toronto Berlin

Sao Paulo Paris







OPEN
w e b



huh?



What do you 
mean by 
“open web?”



What does 
this have to do 
with “digital 
preservation?”



privacy

open 
standards

security

security

open 
education

open 
data

digital 
divide

accessibility

mobile 
open 
video

identity

net 
neutrality

open
source

digital literacyopen 
government



the internet is evolving
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the internet is generative
open, participatory, distributed, remixable, evolving



VINT CERF,
CO-INVENTOR of the INTERNET

“The Internet was designed with no gatekeepers
 over new content or services.

Its “open architecture”encourages 
“permissionless innovation”



TIM BERNERS LEE,
INVENTOR of the WORLD WIDE WEB

“When I invented the Web, I didn't 
have to ask anyone's permission.”



“digital preservation”



“the anatomy 
of a tweet”



“the nervous system 
social media is built on”



innovation, 
accessibility & 
preservation



consolidation, 
walled gardens, 
lost opportunity



preservation?



Namoroka Park



Namoroka Park

like parks, 
the open web 
is a shared 
public resource





a living, breathing ecosystem





open to all



OR behind walled gardens



polluted with spam & badware
healthy or



safe vs. unsafe



freedom vs. control



protect it or lose it
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the web will face many threats ahead



throttled networks.



gatekeepers. censorship. snooping.



privacy & identity. 
who owns “you” online?



identity and data locked up in silos



monopoly. consolidation.



chaos. mish-mashed 
languages & standards



spam. badware. crime.



“We must use the generativity of the net
to create a constituency that will 
protect and nurture it.”
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A global wikipedia for subtitles



Web developer training that’s 100% free, 
open and globally accessible.



Inventing the future of video.



http://matrix.senecac.on.ca/~dhhodgin/video/#

http://matrix.senecac.on.ca/~dhhodgin/video/#
http://matrix.senecac.on.ca/~dhhodgin/video/#


innovation & preservation



OPEN
w e b

OPEN
WORLD



“If the past 10 years have 
been about discovering 
post-institutional social 
models on the Web, then 
the next 10 years will be 
about applying them to 
the real world.”

--Chris Anderson, Wired





“update the
  operating system
    for the  planet”



super-charge 
innovation, free 
speech & big ideas



•transparency

•participation

•shared control

•innovation



“the anatomy 
of a tweet”



“the operating system 
of the planet”





www.drumbeat.org

matt@mozillafoundation.org
Blog: OpenMatt.ca
Twitter: OpenMatt
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